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The number of patients with pancreatic cancer (PC) is cur-
rently increasing in both Korea and Japan. The 5-year sur-
vival rate of patients with PC 13.0%; however, resection with 
minimal invasion (tumor size: ≤10 mm) increases the 5-year 
survival rate to 80%. For this reason, early detection is essen-
tial, but most patients with early-stage PC are asymptomatic. 
Early detection of PC has been reported to require screening 
of high-risk individuals (HRIs), such as those with a family 
history of PC, inherited cancer syndromes, intraductal papil-
lary mucinous neoplasm, or chronic pancreatitis. Studies on 
screening of these HRIs have confirmed a significantly better 
prognosis among patients with PC who were screened than 
for patients with PC who were not screened. However, to date 
in Japan, most patients with early-stage PC diagnosed in rou-
tine clinics were not diagnosed during annual health checks 
or by surveillance; rather, PC was detected in these patients 
by incidental findings during examinations for other diseases. 
We need to increase the precision of the PC screening and 
diagnostic processes by introducing new technologies, and 
we need to pay greater attention to incidental clinical find-
ings.  (Gut Liver 2020;14:30-36)
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INTRODUCTION

 The number of patients with pancreatic cancer (PC) is cur-
rently increasing in both Korea and Japan. At present, the 
nationwide cancer death due to PC for the Japanese popula-
tion is over 30,000 per year and PC ranks 4th among all hu-
man cancers. The overall 5-year survival for patients with PC 
is only 13.0%; however, this survival can increase to 80.4% if 
PC is treated when the tumor size is ≤10 mm or it can increase 

to 85.8% when PC is treated at Union for International Cancer 
Control (UICC)-stage 0.1 For these reasons, early detection is es-
sential to cure this deadly cancer. However, most patients with 
early stages of PC are asymptomatic; consequently, PC tends to 
be diagnosed only at advanced stages, when symptoms have 
become apparent.1,2 

One strategy for detecting early PC is to follow high-risk 
individuals (HRIs), and diagnose and resect their tumors at a 
suitable time. At present, many studies have focused on surveil-
lance of groups at high risk for PC. Information about PC actu-
ally diagnosed at the early stage is now being accumulated. 

SURVEILLANCE OF HIGH-RISK GROUPS FOR PC

 1. Risk factors for PC

Several pancreatic diseases, including intraductal papillary 
mucinous neoplasm (IPMN),3-5 pancreatic cysts, main pancreatic 
duct (MPD) dilation,6 and chronic pancreatitis,7,8 are risk factors 
for PC. Other risk factors include inherited factors (family his-
tory of PC,9,10 several inherited cancer syndromes,9 hereditary 
pancreatitis [HP],8,11,12 ABO blood type13-15) and lifestyle factors 
(obesity,16-18 smoking,19-21 and diabetes mellitus20,22,23) (Table 1). 
The risk of a single lifestyle factor is modest, but the risk level 
increases with multiple factors or with additional conditions. For 
instance, individuals with a family history of PC, smoking, and 
diabetes have odds ratio increases of up to 10.20 Individuals with 
diabetes have a relative risk (RR) of long-standing disease of ap-
proximately 2;20,23 however, if consideration is limited to new-
onset cases (~3 years since initial diagnosis), the RR increases to 
8.23 

Approximately 2% to 3% of cases with branch-type IPMN 
will undergo malignant transformation every year,24,25 and 
a concomitant PC can develop at an annual rate of 0.7% to 
2%.3,5,26,27 A recent meta-analysis by Choi et al.4 demonstrated a 
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difference in the cumulative risk of PC between low-risk IPMN 
(lesions without MPD involvement or mural nodules) and high-
risk IPMN; that is, 0.02% at 1 year, 3.1% at 5 years, and 7.8% 
at 10 years for low-risk IPMN versus 2.0% at 1 year, 9.8% at 
5 years, and 24.7% at 10 years for high-risk IPMN. The hazard 
ratio (HR) and 5-year cumulative risk of PC in cases with mild 
MPD dilation were reported as 3.8% and 1.8%, respectively, 
while cases with an additional pancreatic cyst lesion had HR 
and 5-year cumulative risks that increased to 27.5% and 5.6%, 
respectively.6 

The RR of PC in cases of chronic pancreatitis was reported 
as 13.38 to 16.228 in the early period after the initial diagnosis; 
however, the RR diminished as the observation period increased 
(RR: 16.2 at the first 2 years, 7.9 at 5 years, and 3.5 at 9 years).8 
Over a 20-year period, PC developed in ≤5% of conventional 
chronic pancreatitis patients.8,29 These results may suggest the 
possibility of overlooking or misdiagnosing PC,28 so that they 
many not reflect the actual risk shown by the RR value. Typi-
cally, PC is pathologically confirmed in 7.1%30 of the resected 
pancreases clinically diagnosed with chronic pancreatitis, and 
the incidence is further increased to 27.8% in cases where ma-
lignant transformation is suspected preoperatively.31 For this 
reason, the need for long-term PC screening of patients with 
chronic pancreatitis remains controversial,8 but patients with 

specific subtypes of chronic pancreatitis, such as HP11 and tropi-
cal pancreatitis (TP),32 have very high PC risk (RR, 69.0;8 lifetime 
risk, 40% to 55% for HP;33 RR, 100 for TP32).

Pancreatic duct stenosis and focal or upstream parenchymal 
atrophy34 are the findings that are now attracting attention, as 
they are sometimes accompanied by occult or small PCs.2

2. Annual health check system in Japan

The Industrial Safety and Health Law requires that all com-
panies in Japan ensure that their employees undergo an annual 
medical health check, with the aim of health maintenance and 
promotion by detecting asymptomatic diseases, including can-
cers. Cancer screening is divided into population-based screen-
ing and opportunistic screening. The five most effective cancer 
screenings in Japan, as confirmed by their mortality-reducing 
effects, are population-based screenings (http://canscreen.ncc.
go.jp/index.html)35 (Table 2), but screening for PC generally in-
volves only opportunistic screening. 

During the basic annual health check, abdominal ultrasonog-
raphy (US) reveals abnormal pancreatic findings in about 2% of 
the population examined in Japan. These findings include pan-
creatic cysts (1.0%), dilation of the MPD (0.6%), and pancreatic 
masses (0.1%). The addition of further examinations results in 
detection of a PC in only 0.007% of the total examined popula-
tion.36 During these screenings, the entire abdominal US must 
be completed within 10 minutes per examinee, and most cases 
(92%) have non-visualized blind spots, such as the pancreas 
tail portion, where visualization is hindered by the left costal 
bone, and the pancreas head portion, where visualization is in-
fluenced by intestinal gas.36 The resulting detection rates, which 
are further complicated by the lack of examination accuracy, 
are significantly inferior to those obtained for population-based 
screenings of other organs in Japan (Table 2).

Some of the health check centers in Japan are now doing US 
screening that focuses on the pancreas in an attempt to improve 
the efficacy and precision of diagnoses.37,38 The targets of these 
centers are patients at high risk for PC, especially those with 
pancreatic duct dilation and cysts. The screeners spend more 
than 20 minutes per case for the pancreas examination alone 
and reduce blind spots by rotation and elevation of the exam-
inee’s upper body and by having the patient drink tea to fill 

Table 1. Known Risk Factors for Pancreatic Cancer

Risk factor Risk level

 IPMN  SIR: 16.7

 Pancreatic cyst  SIR: 22.5, HR: 6.2

 Main pancreatic duct dilation  HR: 6.4

 Chronic pancreatitis  RR: 2.9–13.3

 Diabetes  RR: 1.9

 Obesity  RR: 1.4–2.6

 Smoking  RR: 1.2–1.7

 Blood type (A, B, AB >O)  RR: 1.3–1.4, OR: 1.3–1.5

 Family history of PC  SIR: 4.5–32*

IPMN, intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasm; SIR, standardized 
incidence ratio; HR, hazard ratio; RR, relative risk; OR, odds ratio; PC, 
pancreatic cancer.
*The risk correlates with the number of PC patients in the family. 

Table 2. Cancer Detection by Population-Based Screening in Japan 

Cancer type No. of examinee Modality of 1st examination Rate of 2nd examination, % Cancer incidence, No. (%)

Lung cancer  3,348,270 X-ray, sputum cytology 1.98  1,548 (0.05)

Colorectal cancer  2,535,814 Fecal occult blood 6.05  3,868 (0.15)

Gastric cancer  2,242,063 Barium meal 6.76  2,731 (0.12)

Cervical cancer  1,291,279 Cervical cytology 1.40  166 (0.01)

Breast cancer  1,282,756 Palpation, mammography 4.68 3,053 (0.24)

Annual report by Japan Cancer Society, 2016.35

http://canscreen.ncc.go.jp/index.html
http://canscreen.ncc.go.jp/index.html
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the stomach with liquid. A study by the Osaka Medical Center 
documented that these efforts have increased the pancreatic cyst 
detection rate from 70% to 92%, consistently from the pancreas 
head to tail (p<0.001).38 They screened 625 high-risk examinees 
every 6 months for 16 years, and detected PCs and intraductal 
papillary mucinous carcinomas (IPMCs) in 33 cases, or 0.3% 
per person year. Of these 33 cases, 18 cases (54.5%) were UICC-
stage 0 or Ia.37

3. Screening of HRIs and patients with pancreatic diseases

In Japan, individuals who have only inherited and demo-
graphic risks but no abnormal pancreatic findings are excluded 
from pancreas screenings covered by national health insurance. 
These patients with image-detectable pancreatic diseases are in-
stead clinically followed, bearing other risks in mind. In Korea, 
cases of IPMN are screened for PC risk, but magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) is not covered by the national insurance system. 
Consequently, the strategy for screening HRIs for PC may vary 
by country due to differences in a nation’s mentality, technol-
ogy, insurance system, and economics.

The international consensus guidelines for the management 
of IPMN and mucinous cystic neoplasms of the pancreas34 are 
widely used for screening of pancreatic cystic lesions and/or 
duct-ectatic lesions. The risk level of malignant transforma-
tion in branch-type IPMNs is judged by the findings of “high-
risk stigmata,” including obstructive jaundice, enhanced mural 
nodule (≥5 mm), and MPD dilation (≥10 mm). The risk level 
is further evaluated by the presence of “worrisome features,” 
including cysts ≥3 cm in size, enhanced mural nodules (<5 
mm), thickened/enhanced cyst walls, MPD 5 to 9 mm in width, 
abrupt caliber change of the pancreatic duct with distal pancre-
atic atrophy, lymphadenopathy, cyst growth rate ≥5 mm over 2 
years, and increased serum cancer antigen (CA19-9). Screening 
for each risk category is recommended with suitable modalities: 
computed tomography (CT) and MRI for a cyst size <2 cm and 
endoscopic ultrasonography (EUS) or MRI+EUS for a cyst size 
≥2 cm. Appropriate screening intervals are initially 6 months 
for a cyst size <2 cm and initially 3 to 6 months for a cyst size 
≥2 cm. The screening interval can be lengthened if no change 
is observed after following the international guidelines.34 The 
American Gastroenterological Association suggests that screen-
ing of pancreatic cystic lesions <3 cm in size and without a 
solid component or a dilated pancreatic duct can be discontin-

ued if the lesions are stable for ≥5 years.39 Currently, several in-
stitutions have validated these criteria, while others have argued 
against them,40-42 and some recent papers contradict screening 
discontinuance.43 

The international consensus guidelines for Cancer of the Pan-
creas Screening44 were established in 2011 in Baltimore by 49 
international experts who had gathered to create a surveillance 
program for individuals with inherited risks of PC (Table 3). The 
guidelines target individuals with a greater than 5-fold RR or 5% 
lifetime risk of PC, with the goal of detecting and treating early 
stage (T1N0M0) PC and high-grade precursor lesions, includ-
ing pancreatic intraepithelial neoplasm-3 (PanIN-3), high-grade 
IPMN, or IPMC. The guidelines recommend EUS and MRI for 
image modalities and a screening interval of 6 to 12 months for 
stable pancreatic lesions.44 Until recently, the outcomes of the 
surveillance were unsatisfactory,9 but the prognosis of HRIs who 
developed PCs was better with surveillance than without (3-year 
survival: 85% vs 25%, p<0.001).45

As already mentioned, general chronic pancreatitis (other 
than HP) also carries a risk of PC at some level. Guidelines for 
the management of chronic pancreatitis have been edited in 
many countries and internationally; however, statements re-
garding surveillance for early detection of PC vary among the 
guidelines (i.e., recommended,46,47 not mentioned,48-50 and not 
recommended51).

4. Image modalities for pancreas screening and pathologi-
cal sampling

Abdominal US, EUS, contrast-enhanced CT, and MRI/mag-
netic resonance cholangiopancreatography (MRCP) have all 
been used to determine the status of high-risk diseases.9,44 EUS is 
the most commonly used modality for screening,44 as it has the 
highest sensitivity for detecting minute PCs (≤1 cm),44,52 and its 
diagnostic ability improves by adding tissue-harmonic and/or 
contrast-enhanced images.52 Similarly, MRCP is highly regarded 
among experts because of its good visualization of duct-ectatic 
or cystic lesions like IPMNs, without radiation exposure.44 How-
ever, each modality has drawbacks and are contraindicated in 
some conditions; that is, contrast allergy or renal dysfunction 
for enhanced CT; claustrophobia and old metallic equipment 
installation for MRI/MRCP; necessity of conscious sedation and 
limited visualization of the pancreas in cases with a history of 
previous upper gastrointestinal surgery for EUS; and possible 

Table 3. Screening Candidates with an Inherited Risk of Pancreatic Cancer

Individuals with ≥3 affected relatives, with ≥1 affected first-degree relative (FDR)

Individuals with ≥2 affected FDRs with pancreatic cancer (PC), with ≥1 affected FDR

Individuals with ≥2 affected relatives with PC, with ≥1 affected FDR

Peutz-Jeghers syndrome patients, regardless of family history of PC

Mutation carriers of CDKN2A/p16, BRCA, PALB2 or mismatch repair genes (Lynch syndrome) with one affected FDR

BRCA2 mutation carriers with two affected family members of PC
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blind areas affected by stones, obesity, and gastrointestinal gas 
for US. 

During the follow-up of pancreatic lesions or precursors, 
pathological sampling is pursued upon the appearance of suspi-
cious findings, such as pancreatic masses, enhanced nodules, 
pancreatic duct stenosis/narrowing, and focal pancreatic atro-
phy. Our diagnostic strategy is summarized in Fig. 1. In cases 
with a visible pancreatic mass of uncertain malignancy, EUS-
guided fine needle aspiration (EUS-FNA) is performed even for 
masses sized ≤1 cm.53-55 In cases of ductal lesions, either stenotic 
or ectatic, the preferred strategy is pancreatic juice extraction 
for cytology using endoscopic naso-pancreatic ductal drain-
age (ENPD),56,57 as the small PCs tended to extend intraductally 
when compared with the larger ones.58 An ENPD test should be 
avoided in cases with high risk of post-endoscopic retrograde 
cholangiopancreatography pancreatitis, such as those with rich 
pancreatic parenchyma, a normal MPD width, pancreatic divi-
sum, secretion of highly viscous mucus which may stuck inside 
of ENPD, and so on. Presurgical EUS-FNA from the image-typi-
cal cancer lesions at the pancreas body and tail is controversial, 
because of the possibility of cancer seeding.59 Indications for 
these examinations should be discussed beforehand among ex-
perts at each institution.

ACTUALLY DETECTED EARLY PANCREATIC CANCER IN 
JAPAN

 The Japan Study Group on the Early Detection of Pancreatic 
Cancer retrospectively analyzed the data of stage 0 and stage I 
PCs collected from 14 Japanese institutions and reported clini-
cal profiles of these early PCs in January 2018. Among 51 cases 
of stage 0 PCs and 149 cases of stage I PCs, 51.5% of the cases 
were incidentally detected by the abnormalities found during 
screening for other diseases, whereas the proportion of PCs de-
tected by medical check-up only accounted for 17.0%.2 In these 
cases, symptoms appeared in only 25%, and elevated levels of 
serum tumor markers (3%) or pancreatic enzymes (6%) were 
rarely found.2 These data indicate the necessity of screening by 
focusing on other medical fields and/or additional risk factors, 
and the need to pay more attention to incidental findings.

TUMOR BIOMARKERS AND DEVICES POSSIBLY AP-
PLIED FOR FUTURE SURVEILLANCE 

Much time has passed since the proposal of a strategy for 
early detection, but the outcomes are limited and reflect slow 
improvement.1,9 Today, serum CA19-9 is the most useful and 
efficient tumor marker in the clinical use, however is limited 
in the detection of early PC and is rather used as a prognostic 
tool.60 Consequently, epochal and innovative devices for the 
surveillance and diagnosis of PC are in urgent demand. For 

Risk factors, incidental pancreatic findings, symptoms, serum enzymes and tumor markers

Abdominal US and/or EUS and/or CT and/or MRI (MRCP) Follow up

Mass ( )

Duct stenosis/ectasia ( )

Re-EUS-FNA

ERCP/ENPD

(pathological sampling)

Cancer cells (+)

EUS-FNA (pathological sampling)

Surgery

ERCP/ENPD (pathological sampling)

Re-ERCP/ENPD

EUS-FNA

(pathological sampling)

Surgery

Cancer cells (+)
Cancer cells ( )

Cancer cells ( )

Surgery

Cancer cells (+)Cancer cells ( )Cancer cells (+)

Mass (+)
Mass ( )

Duct stenosis/ectasia (+)

Cautious

follow up

Surgery

Fig. 1. Algorithm of the diagnosis and treatment of early pancreatic cancer.
US, ultrasonography; EUS, endoscopic ultrasonography; CT, computed tomography; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; MRCP, magnetic reso-
nance cholangiopancreatography; EUS-FNA, endoscopic ultrasonography guided-fine needle aspiration; ERCP, endoscopic retrograde cholangio-
pancreatography; ENPD, endoscopic naso-pancreatic drainage. 
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instance, the price of genome analysis has rapidly decreased 
in recent years,61 and the accumulation of whole genome data 
will provide a more accurate assessment of the inherited risk of 
PC. Molecular analysis of samples easily obtainable during an 
annual health check—for instance, peripheral blood sample for 
analyses of circulating tumor DNA62,63 or microRNA64 in addi-
tion to serum CA19-9, duodenal fluid for analysis of mutant 
TP5365—will also improve the detection of very high-risk and 
early-stage PC. Development of molecular imaging techniques66 
for clinical screening is expected, especially for PC, a silent 
killer. 

CONCLUSIONS

Detection of early stage PCs will require improvements in 
each surveillance process; that is, the general health check 
system, selection of high-risk factors, image modalities, image 
evaluation, pathological sampling and diagnosis, and surgery. 
Clinicians also need to pay more attention to the incidental 
findings detected during non-surveillance procedures. Applica-
tion of new technologies is essential to enable the early detec-
tion of PC.
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